PROVERBS
Bible Study

INTRODUCTORY INFO
➤

Typically authorship is
assigned to King Solomon (ca.
970 BCE)

➤

Temple scribes recorded the
texts

➤

Editorial composition began
fifth to third century BCE
(Claudia van Camp and Carole
Fontaine)

MAIN
CONCEPTS

1. Teach wisdom
2. Avoid folly
3. Wisdom is a moral code
4. Follow the path of
righteousness
5. Steer clear of the path to ruin

UNDERLYING THEOLOGY
➤

Since wisdom is more than an intellectual pursuit, and it is an
active behavioral pursuit, the paths of wisdom & folly come
coupled with consequences

➤

Consequences are imbued with religious values: wise +
righteous, or simple + sinful

➤

The wise and righteous earn their titles primarily through
experience

➤

Learnedness is not the heart of wisdom; good religious
practice is the heart of wisdom

RIGHTEOUSNESS
This concept is often
confused with piety
Righteousness for
Hebrews meant communal
ethos
cf. Brueggemann , p. 177

WISDOM IN ISRAELITE TRADITION
➤

1. More practical than covenantal (cf. Brueggemann 1, p. 232)

➤

2. God’s will is hidden in the fabric of those practical teachings (cf. Bruggemann
2, p. 232)

➤

3. Distinct from revelation: this body of knowledge is transmitted through
socialization

➤

a. Although Scripture is a form of revelation, and this knowledge is shared in
the Word, the authoritative source of “Wisdom” is not given through a written
record of God’s direct actions in history

➤

b. The direct action in history that links this to God’s self is the act of Creation:
when God created the world to contain the fabric of society so it would reflect
God’s goodness

➤

c. Wisdom is from God, but instead of being overtly revealed, it is to be sought
out

➤

d. Once found, life can be richly lived according to God’s will

FINAL THOUGHTS
ON WISDOM

Gaining wisdom is a
process; a constant search
for betterment of self

This isn’t so diﬀerent from
our modern concept of selfactualization

WISDOM BOOKS
➤

Proverbs is a part of a larger
biblical corpus, called Wisdom
Literature

➤

Eccl; Job; Song of Songs are
included

➤

Each have their own
interpretation of wisdom,
however, so this definition of a
fixed moral fabric is in some
sense distinct to the book of
Proverbs

WOMAN WISDOM
The central character of Proverbs

WHO IS SHE?
➤

Scholars debate who she is

➤

Some believe she is wisdom
personified, a contrast to the
Strange Woman (cf. 2:16)

➤

Others believe she is the divine
authority who played a role in
Creation (cf. 3:19-20)

➤

Some consider her one in the
same woman as the “wife”
character (cf. 5:18; ch.31)

➤

Others believe she is simply a
“teacher” for the audience of
youth

➤

She’s even thought of as a prophet

THE STRANGE
WOMAN
Woman wisdom’s foe?

Who is this other character?
1. A strange foreigner (cf. 2:16)
2. An adulteress (cf. 6:24)
3. A prostitute (cf. 7:10)
4. A character of temptation (i.e. the opposite of
a teacher!)
5. The personification of unrighteousness and
folly (the contrast to Woman Wisdom)

SOME BELIEVE THEY ARE
ONE IN THE SAME: TWO
SIDES OF THE SAME WOMAN

CHAPTER 1
➤

vv. 1-19: Setting the scene “righteous v. wicked”

➤

vv. 20-33: Introduction of Woman Wisdom

➤

v. 1:7 “Obedience to the precepts of righteousness may begin
from childlike fear of punishment but matures into adult moral
conscience.”

➤

“Fear” in Hebrew can also mean reverence towards God, i.e.
piety

➤

v. 1:8 audience: Son/children; standard narrator: Father/
parental figure/mother

➤

vv. 12 & 15: Sheol and path- the path of unrighteousness leads
to Sheol (the place of the dead)

MENTORSHIP
➤

Seeking out the wisdom of
elders is a longstanding
Christian Tradition

➤

The father:son model is based
on a nuclear family unit in a
patriarchal society

➤

Given that we are leaps and
bounds past that family model
as the standard, who has been
an instrumental mentor in your
spiritual development?

➤

Has their been a “Woman
Wisdom” who has called out to
you personally?

CHAPTER 2
➤

vv. 1-15: Parent resumes narration to son

➤

vv. 16-22: The Strange Woman is introduced

➤

Strange can refer to a foreigner, a non-native Israelite, and
therefore also implies that she may be from another religious
aﬃliation; the adultery isn’t literal (as in extramarital); it’s a
religious adultery (falling prey to non-Hebrew practices)

➤

v. 2:5: the fear of the Lord is understood in the found treasure
of wisdom

WHAT DO WOMEN HEAR?
➤

Since the women play roles in
the text, while men are
presumed to narrate and serve
as the audience… what do
women hear about themselves?

➤

Men are oﬀered choice here,
between the two women, but
what choice are women oﬀered?

➤

Are they trapped by
preconceived notions about
types of women: as wholly good
or wholly bad?

➤

Are women really that easily
defined? (cf. Yoder)

CHAPTER 3
➤

vv. 1-12: lifelong lessons

➤

vv. 11-12: tests from God?

➤

vv. 13-18: Wisdom personified- “she,” “jewels,” etc…

➤

vv. 19-20: Wisdom’s part in creation- God’s counterpart in
creation?? (cf. John 1:1-15, Logos)

➤

vv. 27-31: Literal commands… “Do…”

CO-CREATOR?
➤

cf. 3:19-20

➤

“The Lord by Wisdom formed
the earth…”

➤

Wisdom is more than a
character

➤

What is she?
We will find out more about
this Creative Power she holds
in chapter 8

BODY LANGUAGE
Notice how often body parts are
referred to throughout these three
chapters?
There is an underlying worldview about
embodiment at play here. Hebrew
culture upheld a more holistic view of
human existence that didn’t separate
body and mind, spirit and flesh, but
entwined the two (cf. Yoder, p. 234)

CLOSING QUESTIONS
➤

1. Why do you think the
authors chose women as
characters to examine?

➤

2. Fear and punishment play
major roles in these chapters.
What does that say to you
theologically?

➤

3. Do you think the path to
wisdom and righteousness is
filled with grace?

➤

4. What has your experience
been in “finding” wisdom in
God’s creation?

CHAPTERS 4-6

CHAPTER 4
➤

vv. 1-9: Father continues speaking
to his son, now directing him to
“get wisdom” ; to seek out Woman
Wisdom for himself

➤

vv. 10-27: 2 paths before you- one
of light and one of darkness

➤

v. 6: “love her and she will guard
you,” v. 8 & 9 “she will exalt you,”
“she will bestow on you a beautiful
crown”

➤

These verses suggest that Woman
Wisdom is an actual Israelite
woman to be sought after by young
men, i.e. she is a good wife

CH. 4 CONTINUED
➤

v. 18 “the path of the
righteous is like the light
of the dawn”

➤

v. 19 “ the way of the
wicked is like deep
darkness”

➤

Two paths are now not
only wisdom and folly,
righteousness and
sinfulness, but also
lightness and darkness

FEMINISM
➤

Exaltation of the Wise Woman reveres the Israelite woman as honorific

➤

Daughters may hear the description of a “good wife” as something
more than her becoming just a wife:

1) she is able to define her character independently, i.e. her value is found
outside of her status as a married woman, it rests in her virtuosity
—> This is an empowering message for daughters born into patriarchal
society; virtuosity implies an element of choice, a rarity in ancient times
This can be read as an upbuilding text for women in this regard

THE LIMITS
OF FEMINISM
IN
PROVERBS

Do they outweigh the
feminist voice?

FEMALE OPPRESSION
1. The audience is male; not female
—> This is not to say women were excluded from learning the
paths to wisdom and folly, but it does voice quite clearly that
men’s education held a primary position over against the
education of women
2. To what extent was female value independent of marriage?
- Yes, women can read this text as an empowering message to
become virtuous independent of their marital status
-BUT: Women were still owned by men, either their fathers or
husbands
—> This reality gave incredible weight to the honor system

HONOR/SHAME SYSTEM
➤

Akin to the purity system, but
distinct: religious purity related
more directly to religious law, but
the honor/shame system was more
directly related to household codes

➤

Since family lineage was
patrilineal, any sexual misconduct
was seen as a smear on the
household name, clearly in the
man’s name

➤

Household codes of conduct were
often related to sexual morality

➤

This system was almost wholly
dependent on female honor (i.e.,
undefiled daughters and wives)

DEFILED WOMEN AND ANDROCENTRISM
➤

Women carried the honor of the household, for example, by being married
oﬀ as virgins; incredible dishonor and shame could be brought on the
home and household name by a marrying oﬀ a non-virginal daughter

➤

As a result, men sought to control women’s bodies to maintain their
societal status as honorific

➤

Interestingly, male honor is not defined by virtue of character- it is
dependent on honorable female sexuality

➤

In this sense, women’s choices are incredibly limited: they are either
honorable and virtuous, or shameful and sinful- there are only 2 choices
for females

➤

Men, however, had the ability to make moral (and therefore also immoral)
choices that did not bring shame on the household; they kind of get oﬀ
the hook with sexuality and shame

WHAT WE AREN’T
HEARING
We don’t hear women
being told: “Find a good,
virtuous husband!”
Where is the equality in
this kind of message?

GRACE FOR MEN?
➤

This two path system is a false dichotomy for men

➤

Inherent in these teachings is the power of choice: choose the
good, right path, do not choose the bad, wrong path

➤

BUT: With every step, there remains a choice

➤

Men are oﬀered these choices, and in those choices, it can be
argued that they have the ability to choose another path

➤

Last week I asked about grace: this would be where that
redemption would be found in the Book of Proverbs- you sin,
atone, and get on the right path and you aren’t condemned to
darkness forever

NO GRACE FOR
WOMEN

With the honor/shame
system, that same grace is
not extended to females.
They slip up, their honor is
lost. There is no redemption
of honor, shame is the new
reality for that woman, now
defiled and forever defined.

CHAPTER 5
➤

vv. 1-14: what happens if you
choose the path of the loose
woman, and what will happen if
you stay on that path

➤

vv. 15-23: Settle down with the
wife of your youth

➤

The whole chapter focuses on
wisdom and folly as women with
respect to marriage: either as the
wife or an adulteress

➤

Woman wisdom is strictly
defined here as the wife; her
other roles as teacher, and the
like are not applicable here

CH. 5 CONTINUED
The role of marriage being central
here gives a clear message again
about the household honor system:
Fidelity is a primary value
When the author talks about the
“wife of your youth,” that can be
taken to mean your wife, since
marriage took place much earlier in
the lifetimes of Israelite people
Sexuality is also encouraged within
this context (cf. 5:15-23)
However, that description also gets
scholars attention, suggesting that
this could be another kind of wife

CH. 5 CONTINUED
➤

The “other wife” is possibly an
allusion to religious adultery;

➤

The wife of your youth (cf. 2:17)
would be the God of Israel,
while a wife of another era in life
could be another God

➤

Faithfulness in this context
suggests covenantal faithfulness
to the God of Israel: do not cheat
on the Lord your God

➤

This was a chronic issue for
ancient Israelites with all of the
foreign powers that reigned in
the ANE (Ancient Near East)

CHAPTER 6
➤

vv. 1-19 practical wisdom

➤

vv. 20-35 more anti-adultery teachings

➤

Teachings against laziness come up here;
as do the 7 things the Lord hates

➤

In keeping with the framework of marital
fidelity, it can be argued that these are
more ways to keep honor within a
household (aside from just not cheating)

➤

But, these can also be seen as ways to
maintain your end of the religious
covenant with YHWH; and laying with
another would be your stepping out on
your faithful partner, leading to darkness

➤

This chapter is very clear in many verses
that adultery warrants punishment (v.
26, 29, 32-35)

SEXUAL MORALITY
➤

Household codes were built on marital fidelity and female honor
in preserving her body for her husband and her husband only

➤

V. 26 uses an alarming word, that draws out more about Israelite
culture that is problematic: prostitution was not seem as
shameful

➤

In fact, there were even temple prostitutes in Ancient Israel

➤

Male honor was not on the line if he slept with an unkept
woman (a foreigner, a widow, a temple prostitute, a defiled
daughter…)

➤

Fidelity was not defined by male faithfulness alone- it was
female faithfulness that defined an extra-marital aﬀair

BENEFITS
➤

While the obvious double standard does nothing for
empowering women, what it did do was protect them

➤

Women were objects, kept by men, but if you messed with
them, then their keepers had every right to tale revenge

➤

Questionable motives, however… would that revenge be
taken for defiling the household name, or for protecting their
beloved daughter/wife? Both are possible, but unfortunately
it’s more likely that revenge was taken for loss of status that
came with shaming the household name

DIGGING DEEPER INTO THESE WOMEN
➤

Last week we got a snapshot of
these women

➤

This week, we are getting a
fuller view of how the authors
describe these two women: the
loose woman and Woman
wisdom

➤

Again, they are often seen as
personifications of the wise/
unwise paths, or as real Israelite
women (wives or adulteresses)

➤

Their complexity will only
further develop as we read on

CLOSING THOUGHTS
Have your thoughts about
women’s value, as put forth
by the author of Proverbs,
changed since we began?

CHAPTER 7
➤

The adulteress tempts the
young man

➤

All one unit; doesn’t break
down into separate units well

➤

Here the father tells of a
wayward son who gets lost on
the path of Folly

➤

The tone shifts to more urgent
concern for the sons of Israel

WHAT THIS SHIFT INDICATES
➤

More paternal

➤

A shift in literary technique: no longer narration of the world
that exists, which is really the father teaching

➤

The father begins to tell a story: the lesson is not distant, but
grounded and more present in the experience of another

➤

Urgency is created by this literary shift- this helps with the
tonal shift

➤

It also changes the subject: the son becomes more central in
this chapter, whereas the father’s previous teachings focused
on descriptions of the two women as the main subject

BALANCE STRUCK
The shift in narration and
focus also helps to balance the
author’s voice.
He , the father, is more
concerned with teaching his
son (and maybe even
daughter!) well to protect
him /her from dangers; he is
not just painting a picture of a
worldview that objectifies
women

➤

Although there are implications in the author’s writing that
confine women to certain roles (having only 2 choices in life,
between virtue and shame), this isn’t necessarily intended to
cast a negative light on women

➤

The author’s reflected the worldview of an ancient Israelite
society that was patriarchal

➤

While women had the responsibility to maintain virtue, men
had the responsibility to exercise their power with wisdom

i.e. “To choose wisely,” understanding their choices had
consequences that extended past their own personal virtue; they
could choose poorly and misuse the purse strings, or their
bloodlines, etc…

CHAPTER 8
➤

Woman Wisdom in her fullest
view yet!

➤

vv. 1-21: Marketplace lesson

➤

vv. 22-36: Co-creator?

Section 1: continues her speech
in the “marketplace,” or “town
square” from ch. 1 (vv. 20-33);
Here she steps away from
warning against folly, and begins
a sales pitch for Wisdom
+Better than jewels; loving me
brings wealth

CONTRASTING CHARACTERS
➤

Her speech in the public
arena, presumably in
daytime, directly counters
the adulteresses speech in
the previous chapter

➤

One is upright, one is
fallen; one personifies
wisdom, and the other
folly

CO-CREATOR?
➤

Woman wisdom claims to have been present beside God during the
creation of the world, as described in Genesis

➤

She was “his” daily delight: a hint at her being his partner?

➤

Scholars read this a few ways: 1) Woman wisdom is a goddess, borrowed
from ANE cultures, overlooked in Hebraic Scriptures but found here ; 2)
a feminine counterpart to the Father of Creation existed

➤

These are mostly un-heard of interpretations because monotheism
forbade any dualistic elements to God

➤

Here the text takes a distinctly pro-woman turn: Woman Wisdom is more
than an Israelite woman, she is imbued with Divinity; a bold claim in a
patriarchal context

➤

Some say this “Wisdom” is identical to the “Word” that was with God in
the beginning of John’s Gospel

ANOTHER
ELEMENT
ADDED TO
WISDOM

Is she more than we thought?

CHAPTER 9
➤

Invited inside

➤

vv. 1-6: Wisdom’s feast

➤

vv. 7-12: General maxims

➤

vv. 13-18: Invitation to female
folly’s home

Both women have issued invites
to the townspeople: one sets a
table of merit, the other a table
of dishonor
One house is holy, the other is
the house of the dead

PICKING BACK UP SOME FORMER THEMES
➤

Righteousness: formerly defined as a communal sense of
wellbeing, concern for others.

➤

SO: Men were being taught to be righteous, while women
were being taught to uphold virtue

➤

Righteousness extended virtue into the public realm, while
virtue maintained the honor of the home

➤

Wisdom was more than an intellectual pursuit, it was a way
of being: this described how both the public and private
realms could be ethically maintained by separating gender
roles (which were the assigned gender roles of ANE culture)

FAITHFULNESS
➤

Adultery: religious or marital?

➤

The direct text teaches marital fidelity, but another way of
interpreting the text oﬀered religious fidelity as a model for
the common good

➤

Mixing Hebrew religion with Baal worship, for example, was
not for the common good; not to mention it was not endorsed
by authors of a Biblical text to cheat on the Lord your God!
This was a secondary message inherent in the text about
fidelity: watch out for the allures of other religions- they may
be as strong as the temptations of an adulteress

BODY LANGUAGE
➤

So much body talk in these chapters! One of the most direct pieces of
Hebrew Scripture we receive about the human body

➤

Embodiment was a fuller concept that did not divide flesh from
spirit, as it did in Hellenistic culture; this helped to teach to the
entire person because it accounted for the temptations of flesh and
spirit

➤

This also gives yet another rationale for why women were employed
as literary devices (characters that personified wisdom and folly):
females bodies have carnal abilities to lure men, which helped to
make the message more impactful

➤

In this sense, the books objectification of women also becomes more
benign, because it’s possible the characterizations (or
mischaracterizations as it were) were figuratively used

NEXT WEEK:
➤
➤

Read 10-22:16;
Then the following week we will finish it up!

